TIGERS EXPERIENCE –Interactive Exhibition
Award-winning Film & 20 Ways To Track A Tiger e-book
“Wildly authentic, incredibly intriguing TIGERS – Tracking A Legend has the visual and interactive
magnetism to draw you into the tiger’s world to experience all its senses as the prime predator in the
Indian jungle. Tigers are extremely endangered and we would be tragically diminished should they
disappear. Their legend lives on in this landmark exhibition.”
Glenn Close, Noted Actress & Producer
How was this interactive TIGERS EXPERIENCE developed?

The TIGERS Experience began from a film expedition to find wild tigers in the Indian jungle of Bandhavgarh
Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh and by successfully following a wild tigress and her two cubs on elephant
back.
Carol J. Amore, filmmaker, photographer and author, had a passion to communicate about the secret and
intimate lives of wild tigers to help others care about them. Empathy for tigers adds to the emotional
drive to save them and their habitat!
Her award-winning Best Animal photography book of the year, 20 Ways To Track A Tiger and highly
recognized TIGERS-Tracking a Legend HD film are part of the core story for this TIGERS Experience.
Now, 20 Ways To Track A Tiger e-book is available through Amazon worldwide to enhance the TIGERS
story for families, schools and scouts to excite learning which can be further reinforced at the TIGERS
EXPERIENCE.

What makes this TIGERS Experience and its story unique?
Through this sensory-stimulating tiger adventure, Carol takes the visitors on a journey by immersing them in
a rich environment of multi-tiered interactives that blend science, biology, ecology, geography and
natural history through the use of state-of-the-art sound and visual technologies that include rare
high-definition tiger and Indian wildlife footage. As part of the journey, visitors start at the elephant camp,
focus on the story of a tiger family’s quest for survival, explore the tiger’s senses and search for the tigress
and cubs at the cave.
TIGERS is high touch and high tech. The Digi-Track Wall provides an award-winning experience for
visitors to interact with 3D sensory sounds and lights on a climbing wall involving some games like
the Cub Survival Game, Tracking the Tigress, Tiger Sound Match, Bee Blitz and Monsoon Rain. A
TIGERS HD Theater within the experience will provide a behind the scenes look into how the film was made
in the tiger territory and a compelling Tiger music video.
This exhibition’s inventive interactives are modular and offer a random path for visitors to explore as
they map out their own adventure or roam the 20 Ways To Track A Tiger. Some interactives like the
Carnivore Capture and Canine Bite Force encourage visitors to physically engage with the force of the
tiger’s jaws and claws to learn how the tiger hunts.
Inside the Tiger exhibit will show rare and remarkable tiger “CAT” scans through a touch monitor
that looks into a tiger’s head, heart, spine, chest and abdomen as featured in National Geographic’s
Ultimate Cats television show.
In addition, some Big Cat Comparisons will reveal unique characteristics of the lion, leopard and cheetah
within the Inside the Tiger interactive exhibit. Talk Like a Tiger offers a compelling voice simulation
experience to hear a wide range of unique tiger sounds and feel their related vibrations including
infrasound. In turn, the visitor will imitate these sounds and get feedback on how they matched the tiger
sounds. People of all ages will be able to tell their story of this TIGERS experience to their friends to build
a local and worldwide community of interest in learning and saving tigers.

TIGERS EXPERIENCE Media & Content Contact: For U.S.A. & International Press Interviews
tigerstracking@gmail.com See TIGERS Experience video at www.tigerstracking.com

www.tigerstracking.com
See the video

TIGERS ZONES- Tracks-Senses-Cubs-Hunt-Cave-Conservation
Tracker Stamp Station - TRACKS
Partner with Elephant Mahavats
Identify the Tracks of a Tiger
Target Tiger Territories
Track the Tiger’s Direction and Speed
Exhibits:-TIGERS Family & Elephant Photo Rails
-Identify the Tracks of the Tiger-PAWS Interactive
-Slide’n Sniff Station- Wild Animal Tracks
Tracker Stamp Station - SENSES
Look for Tiger Claw Marks
Smell the Scent of a Tiger
Hunt for Traces of the Tiger
Identify Tiger Sounds
Exhibits: Talk Like A Tiger Experience,
Smell the Scent of a Tiger
Eyes of the Tiger:Night Vision, Inside the Tiger“CAT” Scans, Slide’n Sniff Station- Bamboo Forest
Tracker Stamp Station - CUBS
Keep Track of Tiger Cubs
Be Alert for the Tiger’s Predators
Listen for Wildlife Alarm Calls
Exhibits: Digi-Track Wall Games - Cub Survival,
Tigress Tracks, Tigers Sound Match, Bee Blitz &
Monsoon Rains, Slide’n Sniff Station- Cub Scent

Tracker Stamp Station - HUNT
Discover Evidence of the Tiger’s Nighttime Hunt
Look for Signs of Captured Prey
Follow Scavengers
Follow Wild Deer Herds
Anticipate Different Hunting Techniques
Exhibits:
Carnivore Capture- Jaws & Claws
Canine Bite Force, Muscles in Motion
Slide’n Sniff Station- Wild Tiger Prey
Tracker Stamp Station - CAVE
Identify Tiger Markings
Predict the Travels of the Tigress and Cubs
Explore the Tiger’s Cool Caves
Watch the Waterholes
Exhibits: Day in the Life of Tigress Photo Rail
TIGERS Cave - Tigress & Two Cubs
Rare Recreations & lower cave interactive
Slide’n Sniff Station- Cave Scent
Tracker Stamp Station - CONSERVATION
TIGERS Conservation Station-Photo Rail
TIGERS Theater -TIGERS Music Video &
The Making of TIGERS-Tracking a Legend
Slide’n Sniff Station- Forest

TIGERS EXPERIENCE- Interactive Exhibition
Award-winning Film & 20 Ways To Track A Tiger e-book
How does this TIGERS link visitors with scientific discovery?
TIGERS is a hybrid between natural history and science with a balanced focus on both in each interactive
exhibit area. The strength of this approach is that it builds on the visitor’s natural curiosity in tigers and helps
advance their interest in science. For instance, Tigers’ night vision is six times better than humans and
visitors will experience this phenomena through enhanced optical devices.
The Inside the Tiger exhibit will offer the most advanced diagnostic CT imaging on tigers today and
provide a special guide to learn more about tiger biology using a unique tiger’s skeletal model inside a book.
New research on the tiger’s vision and hearing have provided some new scientific discoveries which will
be displayed in 3D interactive animations. As an added feature, the TIGERS-Tracking a Legend HD
feature film will be available to the exhibition with its HD theaters. For advanced visual immersion, TIGERS
will have large HD monitors to transform visitors’ experience into a tiger territory.
What is the current endangered status of wild tigers in the world?
In 2018 only about 3900 wild tigers remain in the world primarily due to loss of habitat and poaching.
An important global conservation goal in tiger countries has been set to double the wild tiger population by
2022. India and other tiger countries have been successful. Panthera.org would have the most accurate tiger
population numbers.
China is building a positive strategic direction to provide tiger land corridors to expand the territory for the
Northeastern tiger which has about 500 Amur tigers in Russia on the border to China.
On China’s southwestern Yunnan Province border or Greater Mekong region, including Myanmar, Laos,
Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam there are increasing wild Indo-Chinese and Malaysian tigers within these
countries. Bengal tigers can be found increasing in India with about 3000 identified through image
tracking technology. Other small Bengal tiger populations are in the Bhutan, Nepal and Myanmar borders
to China.
These tiger land corridors provide the hope of significant benefits for genetic diversity for these tiger
populations. International wildlife field biologists & scientists continue to contribute to the high risk work of
saving wild tigers and their habitats.

What kind of global and local impact can you expect from this TIGERS Experience?
Life Science learning increases. Customization of TIGERS is provided for country-specific goals.
TIGERS will transform the visitor into an Explorer tracking wild tigers in the Indian jungle. TIGERS
Exhibition is customized for international visitors of all ages and cross-cultural backgrounds. The educational
value of the TIGERS Experience motivates young people’s interest and inspire them to learn about biodiversity in the Tiger’s Territory and Asian wildlife.
It makes them aware of how they can make a difference in the world. Schools, scouts, youth groups
and families will be encouraged to attend the TIGERS Experience as part of their biology, ecology and life
science studies. The Girl and Boy Scouts will come to TIGERS to earn their wildlife and endangered species
patches towards their merit badges and journeys. The TIGERS Experience team engages visitors to
enhance their learning experience based on their unique interests.

What does it take to lead an expedition?
Knowing how to fly and navigate helps an explorer get to any part of the planet! Determination and Guts
gets you there. An explorer is a truly extraordinary blending of a dreamer, visionary, investigator,
anthropologist, linguist, writer, cultural translator, pilgrim, photographer/filmmaker, athlete, survivor, and jack
of all trades, who trusts all their senses, takes risks and reserves fears in order to fully experience the
emotional, physical, and spiritual dimensions of others’ worlds.
Be all you can to experience unexpected discoveries of every expedition!
TIGERS EXPERIENCE Media & Content Contact: For U.S.A. & International Press Interviews
tigerstracking@gmail.com See TIGERS Experience video at :www.tigerstracking.com

Discover the 20 Ways To Track A Tiger during your interactive
journey through the exhibition. Find the six special stamp
stations on your mission to find the tigress and her two cubs.

Explore each exhibit at your own pace and in any order you would like.
Sometimes groups break into pairs or trios to have fun as they are sent to gather
specific information from certain interactive exhibits and then rotate to others to
complete their journey.
©Carol J. Amore All Rights Reserved
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Dramatic, Magnetic and Realistic
portrayal of a wild tiger family’s in
HD splendor!
Ang Lee visited the TIGERS exhibition
to explore more about the tiger’s senses
as he prepared to film the Life of Pi.
Ang Lee, Oscar-winning film director with Carol J. Amore,
Executive Producer of TIGERS Exhibition in New York City

Ang Lee, Celebrated Film Director, Life of Pi, Oscar Award Best Director 2012
Academy Award-Oscar, Golden Globe and BAFTA Best Director nominations and wins:
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Brokeback Mountain, The Hulk and more. Lee filmed the
entire film of the Life of Pi in 3D in his home of Taiwan, India and Canada.
.

TIGERS-Tracking a Legend Exhibition quote:
“Incredibly Immersive, you become a tiger by learning to see, hear, smell, talk and
even move like a tiger as you explore the TIGERS exhibition. The Indian Bengal
tigress and her two cub’s story of survival in the jungle will awaken your senses as if you
are in the jungle with them and inspire you to save wild tigers in Asia. They are part of
us. Take your time to breath in the beautiful HD tiger filmic images and photos that are
part of this TIGERS interactive adventure experience.”
Ang Lee, Oscar-winning film director
TIGERS-Tracking a Legend High Definition Film produced by Carol J. Amore:
“Dramatic and magnetic, TIGERS-Tracking a Legend is an extraordinary HD film made
from unwavering perseverance and uncommon dedication to capture the real world of the
critically endangered wild Bengal tiger. This tigress, Bachhi, is a uniquely present beauty
that guards her cubs with complete dedication. Human destinies are intertwined as the
guardians to save tigers for future generations. Find your heart in this wild tiger film.”
Ang Lee, Oscar-winning film director

Carol J. Amore, Executive Producer tigerstracking@gmail.com www.tigerstracking.com

Integrating HD TIGERS Films within TIGERS Exhibition
www.tigerstracking.com

“Awe-Inspiring visuals, inventive interactive exhibits and exciting hands-on explorations
are hallmarks of the TIGERS-Tracking a Legend exhibition.”
Gilbert M. Grosvenor, Chairman, Board of Trustees, National Geographic Society

TIGERS – Tracking A Legend Music Video (Ongoing Show)
(5 minute High Definition Production within TIGERS HD Theater)
Experience the story of a tigress and her cubs’ lives as they play, grow and survive in the Indian Jungle. See the wide
range of wildlife that the tigers encounter in their journey through the jungle. Meet their forest guardians – man and
elephant that track them through the jungle to observe their health and well-being. The film’s eclectic music and high
impact images appeal to people of all ages and international audiences.

The Making of TIGERS – Tracking A Legend (Ongoing Show)
(10 minute High Definition Production within TIGERS HD Theater)
Show how the on-location filming adventures ranging from balancing cameras on elephant and tripods 10 feet above
the ground to tracking a wild tigress and her two cubs are part of everyday life in the forest. Long days and extreme
heat temperatures were part of the challenges as well as having poisonous snakes visit the filmmakers jungle hides.

TIGERS – Tracking A Legend (Select Viewing Times)
(Award-Winning 45 & 60 minute High Definition Wildlife Documentary and Digital 5.1 Surround Sound Dolby E)
Join a Mahavat (tiger tracker) and his son on their trusted elephant as they venture into a wild paradise for an intimate
look at a Bengal tigress and her cubs. Filmed in India’s Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve, this story traces the lives of a
wild tigress named Bachhi and her two young cubs, Badi and Choti. As they grow, the cubs will face a variety of
threats from cobras and pythons, to sloth bears and leopards, and even other tigers. In the surrounding forest,
another drama unfolds: Charger, an old dominant male tiger, is being challenged by his son Banda.
As viewers of this extraordinary film witness dramatic stories play out, they’ll also learn how to track tigers. They’ll
witness the rivalry between male tigers for territorial dominance. And they’ll watch as Bachhi’s cubs grow up,
exhibiting very different personalities, using unique calls to communicate with their mother.
TIGERS-Tracking A Legend is a superb portrayal of one of nature’s most magnificent creations!
George B Schaller, VP of Science & Exploration, Wildlife Conservation Society

The TIGERS Experience will immerse visitors in a rich environment of
multi-tiered interactives that blend science, biology, ecology, geography
and natural history through the use of state of the art sound and visual
technologies that include rare high definition tiger and Indian wildlife
footage. The award-winning 20 Ways To Track A Tiger photography
book and the TIGERS-Tracking a Legend HD video provide the
engaging story for this exhibition.

©Carol J. Amore,
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TIGERS EXPERIENCETracking A Legend Noted Quotes
Jane Goodall, Founder Jane Goodall Institute, Primatologist, Ethnologist, Anthropologist
And United Nations Messenger of Peace “This beautiful book was born through immersion in
the Indian jungle. While illustrating the magnificence of the severely endangered wild tiger through
its many breathtaking photographs, it also artfully tells the tale of unique interspecies dependence,
focusing on the age-old relationship between tigers, elephants, and humans.“

India’s Ambassador Dnyaneshwar M. Mulay (Consul General of India in NYC) and
now 2022 India’s Prime Minister’s Appointment to National Human Rights
Commission in New Delhi, India expressed:
“Inspiring and Awesome, 20 Ways To Track a Tiger e-book is a visual treasure of India’s
Bengal tiger with interactive photo galleries, films, narrations and sound effects that tell the
story of the survival of a dedicated tigress with her two spirited cubs. This action-oriented
story will awaken your senses to travel to India and see how wild Royal Bengal tigers live
and fuel your desire to protect them.”

Ross MacPhee, Curator of Mammals, American Museum of Natural History
“Carol Amore’s tigers burn exceedingly bright in the pictures that illustrate this magnificent
book, a tour de force of conservation awareness.”

Milbry Polk, Board Member, The Explorers Club & Author of Award-Winning
Women of Discovery, “Carol Amore is a modern explorer. Armed with nerve, insight
and technology she has gone into the field and patiently tracked wild tigers to their lairs to
capture their lives on film. She herself is an inspiration and her work a gift.”

Dr. Wade Davis, National Geographic Society’s Explorer-in-ResidenceAnthropologist, Author, Ethnobotanist, Photographer “20 Ways To Track A Tiger is a
wonderful book that celebrates as no other the spirit of the tiger, the most magnificent
animal of India, but it also evokes the power of the landscape through which both tigers and
humans move in an elegant dance of respect and awe than has spanned the centuries.
Read it with care, and as you study the extraordinary photographs, imagine how you feel
to wake one day to learn that the last wild tiger had been killed. Through the work of people
like Carol Amore, we can hopefully be assured that this day will never come.”

©Carol J. Amore, All rights reserved

TIGERS EXPERIENCETracking A Legend Noted Quotes
Glenn Close, Celebrated Actress & Producer:
“Wildly authentic, incredibly intriguing TIGERS-Tracking a Legend has the visual and interactive
magnetism to draw you into the tiger’s world to experience all its senses as the prime predator in the Indian
jungle. Immersed in Tiger Territory, you explore the 20 Ways To Track A Tiger with non-stop fun and
fascination. Tigers are extremely endangered and we would be tragically diminished should they
disappear. Their legend lives on in this landmark exhibition.”

Gilbert M. Grosvenor, Chairman, Board of Trustees, National Geographic Society:
“Awe-Inspiring visuals, inventive interactive exhibits and exciting hands-on explorations are hallmarks of
the TIGERS-Tracking a Legend exhibition.”

Dr. George B. Schaller, VP Panthera.org & Senior Conservationist(Former Vice President of
Science and Explorations), Wildlife Conservation Society (Bronx Zoo)
“The tiger is one of the most beautiful creatures of creation, and the interactive TIGERS exhibition
celebrates this with an immersive adventure experience. TIGERS will excite, intrigue, and stimulate
children and adults of all ages, showing how this big cat is part of the natural community to which we all
belong."
“Even just a glimpse of a tiger, of the fire in its eyes, its massive power, its dignity and beauty - its sheer
magnificence-inspires respect, awe, and admiration. 20 Ways to Track a Tiger vividly captures the tiger’s
allure with extraordinary photographs and engaging information. It renews the desire to protect one of
earth’s most precious living treasures. “

Stephen J. O'Brien, Chief, Laboratory of Genomic Diversity, National Cancer Institute, United States
of America states: (TIGERS EXPERIENCE)
“TIGERS is a remarkably creative sensory exhibition combining the beauty and majesty of the tiger's
natural history with the science using advanced research and current touch screen technologies to access
different levels of learning. The tiger/cat genome information reveals the critical findings of tiger
subspecies and even the discovery of diseases affecting humans. Humans need tigers to understand
more about themselves.
Delightful and moving, the exhibition’s immersive images and interactives will bring you closer to
evolution's most charismatic creation causing a sense of urgency to save tigers.”

Blaire Van Valkenburgh, Ph.D., Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of
California, Los Angeles states: (TIGERS EXPERIENCE)
“TIGERS exhibition gives in-depth attention to the science involved with tigers and the art of engaging
visitors from around the world through interactive experiences. The Canine Bite Force and Carnivore
Capture exhibits use new research to portray the realism of the tiger’s canine bite and how it hunts.
Inside The Tiger offers advanced CT scan technology to reveal the ins and outs of tiger and human
anatomy to allow for captivating display comparisons. Building on the latest discoveries in behavior,
anatomy, and genetics, TIGERS is a fabulous educational experience.” The science and technology
behind the TIGERS exhibition interactives are world class.”
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2020 Best Multi-Media e-Book
Independent Book Publishers

2015 elit
GOLD Award

Benjamin Franklin Digital Book World
Digital 2015
Award Top Finalist
2014 Enhanced e-Book
Silver Award
“Wildly authentic, incredibly intriguing! 20 Ways To Track A Tiger draws you into the
tiger’s world to experience all its senses as the prime predator in the Indian jungle. It’s
non-stop fascination and fun exploring this e-book. Tigers are extremely endangered
and we would be tragically diminished should they disappear. Their legend lives on
through this landmark interactive innovation.” Glenn Close, Noted Actress and Producer

International
Photography Book
Award, LUCIE Award

20 Ways To Track A Tiger is an award-winning multi-sensory e-book experience immersed in a story
about the survival of a wild Bengal tigress and her two cubs in the Indian jungle documented from a real wild
tiger film expedition led by a woman explorer, filmmaker and author, Carol Amore. It’s high tech and high
touch. Tiger videos, photo galleries, filmmaker notes, original music, tiger and jungle sound effects are all part
of this discovery journey as one travels through each of these unique e-book’s interactive chapters.

www.tigertracking.com has direct links to Amazon and Apple e-books LITE & HD versions.

